
 

What will learning look like? 

You will be provided with a paper-based pack including pencil, sharpener, glue stick and 

schoolbook. This will have the suggested daily timetable for your class, the instructions on how to 

upload any work alongside any passwords you require to access the resources. We will check in on 

everyone to register via class dojo every morning and your teacher will be in touch throughout the 

day related to specific tasks. This will maintain the routine that children need to make a smooth 

transition back into school life without the disruption of learning, as every lesson will have 

relevance to current and expected learning. 

Why do I have to follow a timetable? 

Routine is very important to children and their wellbeing, in particular it will also help when 

children return to school, as they will still have that familiarity e.g. English time and Math time. 

There will always be a member of staff assigned to remote learning, managing and completing 

feedback and supporting, staff are only available during school hours. We may be able to 

accommodate small timetable changes if parents communicate with school through the class dojo 

to see how we can support.  

Why does by child’s work have to be submitted by 3.15pm? 

Class Teachers and/or Teaching assistants will need to review, and feedback alongside plan 

appropriate activities for the next day. If this can not happen please send a class dojo message to 

the teacher to confirm – communication is really helpful to manage school support. 

What should I do if the work is not completed and cannot be submitted? 

If you are having difficulties with managing the routine please message the class Teacher or the 

Head by class dojo or email on remotelearning.glazebury@ldst.org.uk so that class teachers can 

liaise with you and your child. Please be aware that if work is not submitted then feedback and 

marking will be delayed. 
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Why do I have to register? 

During the national lockdown attendance is still mandatory, and we still need to report to the 

Department of Education daily regarding this. More importantly this to safeguard all our children 

and ascertain your own well being and if you may need support. 

Why is my work collected every 2 weeks? 

I want to reassure parents that in collecting the work that this is NOT to check up on you as 

parents I promise, in fact we are extremely grateful for any work that is completed, but this is for 

teachers to assess e.g. have the instructions been clear in that task for all to achieve, is this a class 

gap that we have to put into future planning, could we have resourced this task better, is there an 

individual need that we need to address. The work will help us to answer these questions and use 

this information to speak out to the Department of Education itself on the impact this is having on 

parents, children and school, and so no matter how much work is completed please allow us to 

collect it. 

What do I do if I don’t have a digital device available for my child to work on? 

Our remote education offer does take into consideration that you can work from a smart phone 

however, we also recognise that laptops may be used for home working and equally you may 

have more than one child at home. We have a range of laptops available for loan with software 

loaded and security measures installed for you, please contact school on : 

remotelearning.glazebury@ldst.org.uk or ring school on 01925 763234 to arrange. We can also help 

regarding extra data for mobile phones and internet requirements if needed. 

 

What do I do if I have a question or concern? 

We are also available to help and support : 

Ring school on 01925 763234 

Or email Remote learning.primary@ldst.org.uk 

Or school office on  glazeburyprimary@ldst.org.uk 
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